Most Wanted Killer

Jesse James Hollywood grew up in L.A.s
upscale West Hills with every imaginable
privilege. By the age of 19, he owned a
spacious house, a tricked-out car, a closet
full of designer clothes. His lifestyle of
drinking, partying and getting high was
bankrolled by his chosen career: drug
dealing. In 2000, Ben Markowitz, another
teen from a good family, found himself
with a dope tab he couldnt pay. A standoff
between dealer and druggie exploded when
Hollywood, along with William Skidmore
and Jesse Rugge, both 20, spotted Bens
brother, Nick, 15, walking near his parents
home. Witnesses saw the three men attack
Nick, then shove him into a van and drive
off. But assault and kidnapping were only
the beginning...On the last night of Nicks
life, he was taken to an isolated area
outside Santa Barbara known as the
Lizards Mouth. There, he was shot to
death and buried in a shallow grave. But
the story was far from over. Because
mastermind Jesse James, like his
namesake, knew how to run and hide.
With his handsome face at the top of the
FBIs Most Wanted list, he lived in luxury
until the long arm of the law reached out
to pull him back home for justice...
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Shane OBrien is Britains most wanted man (Picture: PA). Here are 20 most evil and notorious serial killers the world
has ever seen: William Bonin: The Freeway Killer. Aileen Wuornos: The Monster. Jeffrey Dahmer: The Milwaukee
Cannibal. John Wayne Gacy: The Burial King. Tommy Lynn Sells: The Brutal Texan. Pedro Rodriguez Filho: The
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